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QUESTION 1

A sample snippet of an incoming message is shown below. 

A solution developer is asked to design a message model that only processes messages that contain an allowed list of
currency codes and rejects other messages. How can the solution developer modify the message model to achieve
this? 

A. Add the allowed currency codes in Fixed Value. 

B. Add the allowed currency codes in Default Value. 

C. Add the allowed currency codes in Enumerations. 

D. Add the currency codes in Block Substitution settings. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

To create a message definition, a solution developer has performed the following steps: 1.Create a new message set
2.Create a new message definition file 3.Add a Tagged/Delimited String (TDS) physical format to the message set
4.Import a COBOL copybook 5.Add a Custom Wire Formats (CWF) physical format to the message set 6.Import a C
header file Which of the following is true? 

A. The message definition file created in step 2 contains no logical definitions. 

B. The message definition file created in step 2 does not support any physical formats. 

C. The length of the fields on the TDS format in the C message definition are not set. 

D. The length of the fields on the CWF format in the COBOL message definition are not set. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer needs to enhance a message flow with node information to aid in problem resolution, should there
be a failure within the flow. Consider the following flow, named "OrderProcess". 
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What is the content of the Location tag in the message written to the ORDER.ERROR queue? 

A.  

B. OrderProcess. 

C. OrderProcess.CalculatePrice 

D. OrderProcess.CreateShippingInfo 

E. OrderProcess.CreateShippingIn fo 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer recently implemented a new standard that all deployable objects must display Version, Author, and Defect
number in the QuickView panel of Message Broker Explorer. How must the solution developer code this requirement? 

A. andMQSI_Version=v1.0 MQSIand andMQSI Author=George MQSIand andMQSI Defect=123456 MQSIand 

B. %MQSI_Version=v1.0 MQSI% %MQSI Author=George MQSI% %MQSI Defect=123456 MQSI% 

C. $MQSI_Version=v1.0 MQSI$ $MQSI Author=George MQSI$ $MQSI Defect=123456 MQSI$ 

D. andWMB_Version=v1.0 WMBand andWMB Author=George WMBand andWMB Defect=123456 WMBand 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

A solution developer needs to troubleshoot why a message flow does not process any messages from a remote
resource. To review how the message flow interacts with all external resources, where should the solution developer
look? 

A. The ODBC log. 

B. The JVERBOSE log. 

C. The WebSphere MQ log. 

D. The WebSphere Message Broker Activity log. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

While testing a message flow with a Compute node that contains two PROPAGATE statements, a solution developer
discovered that the output message assembly is empty before the second PROPAGATE statement is executed. What
must the solution developer do to prevent this from happening? 

A. Add a DELETE NONE clause to the first PROPAGATE statement. 

B. Add a DELETE DEFAULT clause to the first PROPAGATE statement. 

C. Add a FINALIZE DEFAULT clause to the first PROPAGATE statement 

D. Write a SET OutputRoot.Body = InputRoot.Body statement before the second PROPAGATE statement. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A solution developer has completed a message flow unit test using the Integrated Test Client for a local broker
deployment. There is now a requirement to test the same message flow from the Test Client for a remote broker. What
must the solution developer do to support a remote broker deployment? 

A. 1. Choose Change Broker from Event menu 

2.

 Select the broker from list 

3.

 Click Finish 

B. 1. Select the Event tab 

2.

 Click Change button 
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3.

 Click Connect to Remote Broker button 

4.

 Enter the connection details 

5.

 Click Finish 

C. 1. Select the Configuration tab 

2.

 Click Change button 

3.

 Click Connect to Broker button 

4.

 Enter the connection details 

5.

 Click Finish 

D. 1. Select the Configuration tab 

2.

 Click Change button 

3.

 Click Connect to Remote Broker button 

4.

 Enter the connection details 

5.

 Click Finish 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A solution developer codes a JavaCompute node using a getJDBCType4Connection API call to connect to a JDBC
database that is globally coordinated, and then writes code to insert new records into that database based on the
contents of incoming MQ messages. The solution developer observes that database inserts are not rolled back if the
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message flow experiences an error after this Compute node. What must the solution developer do to correct this? 

A. Alter the code to use MbSQLStatement 

B. Insert code to issue statements to rollback 

C. Alter the Transaction Mode of the JavaCompute node to commit 

D. Alter the type4DatasourceClassName property of the JDBCProvider 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A solution developer implemented a message flow for a book store company which receives an XML input message.
The input message is formed according to an XML schema supplied by the client and used by several other applications
owned by the company. The input node uses XMLNSC parser to parse the input message. The image below depicts a
sample XML input message. According to business needs, the bookDetails elements and all of its children are not
referenced by the code. Performance test for the flow showed a significant time spent in message parsing time
especially for large messages. 
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What should the solution developer do to enhance the message parsing time ? 

A. Use the MRM parser instead. 

B. Set the parse timing to Complete. 

C. Set the parse timing option to On Demand. 

D. Add the bookDetails element to the XMLNSC parse Opaque elements 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10
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A message flow that uses an SAPRequest node is reporting an expired password error in the system log. Which
command does the solution developer need to issue to update the expired password? 

A. mqsicvp 

B. mqsisetdbparms 

C. mqsichangebroker 

D. mqsichangeproperties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A bank uses an online system to handle currency transactions, sent via MQ messaging. To avoid multiple database
lookups to obtain the latest currency exchange rates, the rates are loaded into shared variables the first time the flow is
executed. Periodic updates to the shared variables are made using a control message. As the volume of transactions
increases, it is realized that a single instance of the flow can no longer cope, and so the solution developer is asked to
investigate ways to increase throughput. How can the solution developer increase the message throughput? 

A. Define multiple instances of the flow on the BAR file. 

B. Deploy the flow to multiple execution groups. 

C. Deploy multiple instances of the flow in different schemas. 

D. Deploy the flow to a second broker and use MQ Clustering to redistribute these messages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has its own internal application App1 which exposes its products price catalog to its clients via MQ transport
protocol. The company needs to build a new proxy mediation application using Message Broker to expose its service to
external clients. The suggested mediation flow would accept the request from different clients, route the request to App1
and send the response back to the requesting client where each client has its own target queue. Which built-in pattern
should the solution developer use to achieve this? 

A. Message Request Response Correlator 

B. Service Proxy: static endpoint pattern 

C. Service Access from WebSphere MQ 

D. Service Facade to WebSphere MQ: request-response pattern 

Correct Answer: A 
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